206         NOTES ON CHAPTER VIII
(6) Here there appears to be a mistake, as ' heaven' and
' hell' are strictly speaking Semitic or Zoroastrian (Persian) and
not Indian ideas, though no doubt by Marshall's time Semitic
(Christian) and Zoroastrian ideas had permeated into India.
R. C. T.
15. This is a general disquisition on the Hindu Philosophy of
the Soul of Man, served up in bits. In the sentence " So as
God turnes the heart of man, so it acts, for they are one," we
have the great Hindu Advaita doctrine, the identity of Man and
God, of the Universal and the Individual Soul. In the phrase
" sports to God " the allusion is to the Sports of Siva. The
remark on Brahmans not killing is a little cynical and is not the
usual explanation. In true Hindu doctrine the individual soul
is not annihilated, but absorbed into the universal soul and so
lost. The statement here alludes to the doctrine of reincarnation
or many births for one soul (former births) and then to the idea
of the " Sports of God " and to the doctrine of the unity of the
individual soul with God. See Lalla the Prophetess, pp. 29, 59,
114, 130, 195. R. C.T.
The doctrine of "No Freewill " is an extreme view accepted
by very few Hindus. Man's will is essentially free; if limited
at all, it is limited by limitations imposed by the man's own
past. It is interesting to note that the view here expressed by
the Brahman doctor at Patna had come to iniluence Hindu life
during its most degenerate days ; and the days in which Marshall
lived were certainly the most degenerate period of Hindu thought
and morals. The Brahman doctor would also appear to have
belonged to that depraved sect whose depravities were mercilessly
exposed in a notorious criminal case in the Bombay High Court
during the seventies of the nineteenth century. G. J.
16, The reference to the Vedas is very vague, as such references
always are, for the reason that the ordinary Hindu can neither
procure nor read them, and so always alludes to them vaguely
as the " foundation " of his religion, which is only partially
correct. The deura is a temple which is a structure long post*
Vedic. Every great temple or shrine or holy place has a puraw
or archaeologia filled with fanciful legend. The " Arts and
sciences " are not in the Vedas, but in old, though long subsequent,
works. R. C. T.
 18.	This is a restatement of the doctrine of Illusion, of the
Advaita Philosophy and of Rebirth.   R. C. T.
 19.	This argument is part of the general Sankhya Philosophy
of the Evolution of the Universe in 25 (to 36) tattva or stages,
of which the 5 bhuta and the 5 Senses (indriya) are a portion.
R. C. T.

